L I B R A R Y

SMYRNA

The Problem

Smyrna Public Library (SPL) was
granted unplanned funds for books
with a fast-approaching deadline.
The library was able to use their
Integrated Library System from The
Library Corporation (TLC) to manage
and complete the project on time.

With the popular annual Summer Reading
Program beginning May 25th and the fiscal
year ending June 30th, SPL had a deadline to
select, order, receive, bill, catalog, and process
2,724 new items for circulation.

Background

Solution

The oldest city-operated library
in Georgia, Smyrna Public
Library, is home to almost
100,000 books, electronic
resources, and audiovisual
materials. SPL provides library
services annually to almost
55,000 patrons. With annual
circulation at 300,000, it’s
important for the library to keep
an updated selection of books.
As a result, SPL updates their
Kids and NonFiction sections
regularly. In Spring 2019, SPL
received exciting news that the
Smyrna City Council was
granting the library $40,000 in
unplanned funds for books.
While an opportunity to update
their collection was certainly a
happy surprise, SPL faced a
dilemma: a short timeframe to
allocate and utilize these funds.

Excited to use their grant from the city council, SPL
employed LS2 Cataloging and LS2 PAC from TLC to
process and manage the
project. Volunteers worked
double shifts, performing
physical processing, while
“With the generous grant we received,
catalogers were busy ensuring
we were able to purchase hundreds of
new books. These items filled some of
all items were cataloged in a
the gaps in our nonfiction collection.
timely manner. Staff
We purchased more frequently
incorporated large files of
circulated items like craft books and
metadata from nine different
kids cookbooks, as well as books for
vendors. Thousands of records
beginning readers. These resources
were added at a time, with
were available in time for the Summer
only three staff personnel
Reading Program when patron
responsible for cataloging. By
demand is at an all time high, thus
using LS2 Cataloging’s
providing plenty of new and exciting
books for patrons to check-out.”
user-friendly and efficient file
upload solution, as well as LS2
Rebecca Power
Youth Services Librarian
Cataloging’s workspace
structure, SPL’s catalogers
were able to easily organize
the thousands of records.
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"LS2 Cataloging was designed with an intent to
maximize a library's "operational efficiency."
Metadata entry should never be a bottleneck to a
public's access to material and LS2 Cataloging is built
to minimize that impact.”
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“Smyrna Public Library views TLC as a partner, we’re a
team. We work to solve everything together. When
we received this unexpected grant, we knew we could
have confidence in TLC’s role in our project.”

T H E

LS2 Cataloging ensured that the records were
quickly uploaded into the system, allowing for a fast
turnaround on the physical metadata. With a little
over a dozen volunteers and staff working towards
updating and cataloging, SPL finished their project
in just six short weeks. The popular annual Summer
Reading Program, which hosts over six hundred
attendees, commenced on time. Summer circulation
hit an all-time high at SPL with 64,931 materials
checked out between June and July 2019.
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